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Mission

S TATEMENT

To help our children and young adults discover the value of
biodiversity in our natural world and our place within it, and to
identify and nurture Africa’s future conservation champions.
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MESSAGE FROM THE

Chairman

In this, our 35th anniversary year, our supporters will be delighted to know that all of our
environmental education programmes are being enthusiastically received, not only by primary
and secondary schools but also by university students already specialising in aspects of the
conservation and management of biodiversity. We have influenced teachers from a variety
of schools to embrace and acknowledge the critical role of environmental conservation in
many facets of our daily lives, and our work to identify and nurture the conservation leaders
and champions of the future through our youth development programme has never been
more urgently needed. In all of these activities the Lapalala Wilderness School (LWS) is most
fortunate to be able to call on a talented team of passionate and enthusiastic educators,
many of whom are today widely recognised as truly inspiring mentors.
Our courses are no longer regarded as a luxury but rather as a vitally important
component of the education of all our children, with the message that the health of
people is intimately connected with the health of the environment. Our citizens must
understand and support the need to conserve water catchments, wetlands, and the
many species of plants and animals which receive far too little attention, such as the
pollinators so essential for food security.
When we are told by those who have been on one of our courses that it was for them

a life-changing experience, the LWS board can look on these individuals with pride and with
the expectation that they will become potential environmental ambassadors to help restore
stability to our planet by slowing the loss of biodiversity. A special effort is now in place
to recognise the importance of these individuals by setting up a permanent record in the
LWS archives and giving them publicity on the website, and through media releases, ideally
with photographs of the individuals concerned, a quote from them, and a short note on
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how their careers have developed subsequently. A summary of some of these alumni appears
for the first time in this report.
The year under review has been a challenging time for all people in South Africa, with the
global public health pandemic, COVID-19, still far from being under control. Already the
pandemic has resulted in unprecedented disruption to our daily lives on both personal and
professional fronts, and the much-needed lockdown measures that were introduced have
brought massive disruption to education, working arrangements, childcare, healthcare, travel
plans and tourism, everyday living and business operations, with broader effects on economic
growth that are a real cause for concern. In the last quarter of this reporting period, we have
been forced to close down all of our normal residential courses that we run at the primary,
secondary and tertiary levels, and we do not see ourselves being able to host our normal
residential courses for schools, which run from three to five days, until the end of the 20202021 financial year at the earliest. The way in which the LWS has been and still is being
impacted by COVID-19 is covered in the director’s report, a most impressive record of an
innovative and focused suite of activities that has kept our staff occupied and continuing to
address the essence of our mission statement.
2020 will go down in our history as the year in which plans were prepared and finalised for the
new site for the LWS, situated on a property adjacent to the Lapalala Reserve. All the costs for
design and construction are being covered by a magnificent contribution from the Mapula Trust.
The detailed plans were presented to the last LWS board meeting in June 2020, where they were
enthusiastically received and approved. Construction of the road to the new site started two
months after the board meeting and will be completed in February 2021, when work on the
new school buildings will get underway. Construction is expected to take about two years.
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Raising funds to support our refocused programmes has never been more difficult, as

effort under exceedingly difficult circumstances. I have been impressed by their loyalty to the

most of the major local and international donors are redirecting their funds to urgently

school and their dedication to their duties.

needed feeding schemes and poverty relief activities linked to mitigating the impacts of
COVID-19. We have received an unprecedented number of rejections to our applications

Scholar and teacher, Dr Bernice Johnson Reagon once said: “Life’s challenges are not supposed to

for financial support, and all too often applications which have been submitted as

paralyze you, they’re supposed to help you discover who you are.” Our staff have most certainly

requested (following cumbersome and time-consuming application procedures) do not

not been paralyzed by COVID-19, and I am sure the experiences they have gained will not only

even get acknowledged. However, I remain optimistic that our approach of networking

help them to discover their new capacities for making a difference but will also enhance their

with individuals and inviting them to see the LWS in action, as and when this is possible,

determination to be catalysts for making the world a better place for all its citizens.

coupled with using social media and the popular press to spread an awareness of the
work we do, will continue to bring us support. Additional options open to all are to log
on to our revamped website at www.lwschool.org/donate to see details of our
legacy programme, and also to purchase coffee at Bean There Coffee or a scarf from
Redrhino Design (see page 19), where a percentage of sales will be donated to the LWS.
Dr John Hanks
Our priority for the year ahead is to move biodiversity conservation right up on the
national agenda where it will receive the required funding and political support so
urgently needed, as was so clearly articulated by David Attenborough in his recently
published A Life on Our Planet. My Witness Statement and a Vision for the Future.
Our challenge for our future will be to continue to inspire and motivate these young
people with whom we engage. This is exactly what Clive Walker and Dale Parker
started so successfully at the inception of the school and has been continued since
then by our extraordinary team of educators.
The Lapalala Wilderness School would not be where it is today without the original
vision and support from the Parker family, and I know that so many people who have
benefitted from their time at the school will join me in placing on record our enormous
appreciation and thanks to the family for their continued generous financial assistance,
which will be celebrated for many years to come. I would also like to thank all our
donors for their support during the year, and above all to thank the staff at the LWS
under the inspired direction of Mashudu Makhokha who have put in a magnificent
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Chairman: Lapalala Wilderness School

NURTURING Conservation
CHAMPIONS: BOAZ TSEBE

Boaz Tsebe grew up in the Waterberg where he developed a passion for wildlife and the outdoors
from an early age. While studying for a Diploma in Game Ranch Management at the Tshwane
University of Technology, he attended a camp at Lapalala Wilderness School; an experience
which made a profound impact on him. In 2008, Boaz jumped at the opportunity to sign up for
experiential learning at Lapalala.
His experience – both on the reserve and at the school – nurtured a future that has been dedicated
to conservation and environmental management. After leaving Lapalala in 2012, Boaz went on to
manage Ndou Lodge and Reserve, and Modderfontein Reserve (on behalf of the Endangered Wildlife
Trust). He then launched his own environmental company, Naledi Ya Thlago, which has a turnkey
approach to protected areas (establishment, development and management), and addressing
environmental issues.

My experience at Lapalala was life changing. I was given the opportunity to learn from highly
experienced professionals in the field – the likes of Roger Collinson, John Hanks and my mentor to
date, Clive Walker. I challenged myself to do everything that could be done… from driving tractors
to manning the security gate! I was given the chance to explore and grow far beyond what is
normally given to a young student. As a member of the school team, I was exposed to the highest
level of environmental education, facilitating everyone from school learners to educators and
tertiary institutions. Environmental education still remains close to my heart.
I am forever grateful for the opportunity to have lived and worked on the most beautiful piece of
wilderness, where the sun shimmers on water oozing from the aquifers in the Waterberg, and the
area beams with hope and monumental possibilities. I still call this place home.

Boaz Tsebe
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MESSAGE FROM THE

Patron

The year 2021 will mark the 40th anniversary of the founding of Lapalala Wilderness in

will hopefully become our future conservation champions, by encouraging others

the Waterberg. We commenced with environmental education in the humblest of ways –

to enthusiastically embrace a commitment to environmental conservation.

we had a tiny grass and reed hut, a fireplace around which eight young children and their
guide would curl up in their sleeping bags at night, and the luxury of blue gum tree logs as

The messages you will read in this report should give you pause to reflect that we

seating. Whilst the facilities were sparse, the surrounding wilderness was the gateway to

can make a difference. We should therefore make every effort, when and where

a world they had never experienced before.

we can, to leave no child behind.

Over the intervening years the Lapalala Wilderness School came into being. Since then,
thousands of children from all walks of life have travelled to these ancient mountains
for an experience which, we like to believe, many have never forgotten. The school was
enabled – through the generosity of the late Dale Parker and now his son, Duncan – to
expand to the degree that one may read about in this beautifully produced annual report.
It includes a report by my distinguished conservation colleague and long-time friend,
Belinda Stewart-Cox, who visited the school in 1996.
As patron, I wish to commend the board and applaud the school staff for where the school
is today, especially given the effects of the Coronavirus pandemic that has assailed the
globe. The citizens of the world have had a major wakeup call, and there are lessons to be
learned from the impact of the pandemic if we care to listen carefully. One critical factor is
that we need to be far more respectful of nature; something which I believe the school has
always strived to impart. Normal may never be normal again, but if we continue to ignore
the lessons nature is trying to teach us, worse is most likely yet to come.
One of the solutions most certainly lies within the role of environmental education,
and I passionately believe that the school’s programmes must continue to develop an
understanding of nature from a social, emotional and physical perspective. We all have a
responsibility to play our part, and those who have benefitted from a Lapalala experience
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Clive Walker
Patron: Lapalala Wilderness School

NURTURING

Conservation CHAMPIONS:
BELINDA STEWART-COX

In 1996, the Lapalala Wilderness School hosted Belinda Stewart-Cox and six of her Thai colleagues
who worked in Thailand’s premier conservation area, the Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuary.
The team was responsible for developing a programme that would teach and inspire their visitors
about the importance of environmental conservation, both within the sanctuary and elsewhere.

As a training site, Lapalala delivered a well-established environmental education programme
in social, economic and ecological conditions that were different, but comparable, to those in
Thailand. Thailand’s traditional way of teaching is to instruct. So it was enlightening for the
team to experience the Lapalala philosophy of ‘learning by doing’. We experienced new teaching
techniques, educational games, novel ways to engage students, and fresh ways of seeing,
appreciating and thinking. All the while, we had tremendous fun catching water insects, climbing
cliffs, stemming soil erosion and solving environmental issues! We were inspired to educate and
not merely instruct; an important distinction we had not grasped before our visit to South Africa.
On our return to Thailand, our environmental outreach programme was transformed. Student
groups became smaller, activities more varied, and exercises in active discovery replaced
hours of passive listening. An interactive visitor centre was built and people were trained to
join the growing band of environmental educators who followed the Lapalala way. In time,
the trainees on this trip were promoted to other conservation areas and programmes, taking
with them the philosophy and skills they had learned at Lapalala. One became Director of
Wildlife Conservation, influencing national policies. Another set up an environmental education
training team, which still uses lessons learned at Lapalala to enlighten trainees, students and
government officials. We spent four days at Lapalala but learned the lessons of a lifetime.
One short trip, one great legacy.

Belinda Stewart-Cox
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DIRECTOR’S

Report

The COVID-19 pandemic is impacting everyone around the world and every aspect of our

I am delighted to say that, given all these challenges, we have managed to exceed the goals

daily lives: our social interactions, our family life, our communities and, of course, how all of

we had set ourselves for the year. Our goals included hosting approximately 3,000 participants

us at the Lapalala Wilderness School (LWS) do our work. This has resulted in unprecedented

before the lockdown (as we have done, annually, in the past), plus offering our newly expanded

disruption to in situ education and the working arrangements of many organisations,

outreach programme. We were able to meet these targets by delivering radio shows from all

including the LWS. Arising from an instruction issued by the Minister of Education to stop

nine community radio stations in Limpopo. This enabled us to reach approximately 70,000

all excursions or school trips to and by all South African schools, the LWS was forced to

people, many of whom have actively engaged with each of our programmes. I would like

cancel all its usual residential courses, for both primary and secondary schools. This has had

to commend all our staff for having adapted to our ‘new normal’ and for having developed

a hugely negative impact on our income and expenditure. The same outcome is true for

strategies that allowed us to continue with our work in this very difficult time.

many other NGOs in the country. The LWS has not been spared in any way by the pandemic.
As already mentioned, we experienced a considerable revenue loss during the original hard

The current global pandemic has taught us that we are all fundamentally and irrevocably

lockdown, when we were unable to provide our customary camps to fee-paying schools.

connected to the natural world and that our actions, intentional or not, have a direct

Accordingly, we were forced to devise alternative ways to offer programmes that could

impact on the environment. Our lives and the systems that sustain them are linked to the

continue to address the essence of our mission statement:

environment in ways that are often lost in the ephemeral white noise of the digital age.

To help our children and young adults discover the value of biodiversity
in our natural world and our place within it, and to identify and nurture
Africa’s future conservation champions.

Personally, as the director of the LWS, the current crisis has afforded me and my team the
time to reflect critically on our thinking and our practices, and to consider and re-consider
how we can work, as an organisation, with other like-minded organisations, not only to
challenge, but to re-imagine, in fundamental ways, the current socio-economic and socio-

I have to admit that this reporting year has been a very difficult time for the LWS.
The pandemic has challenged everything we thought we knew, on all fronts:
economics, psychology, our social fabric, and individual wellbeing.
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ecological status quo; we must all engage with thinking about how to “build back better”.

DIRECTOR’S REPORT

This is my summary of just some of the positives:
Fundraising has become much more difficult. Most of the major local and international

• People around the world have been reporting how

donors are channelling their funds into urgently needed feeding programmes and

wildlife has returned to urban and rural areas, to

poverty relief activities, linked to mitigating the impacts of COVID-19. These challenges

places in which species have not been seen during

include dwindling funding opportunities in the NPO sector, the poor performance of

their lifetimes. And the substantial reduction in road

the economy in our country, and the depressing increase in our unemployment figures.

traffic has led to a significant reduction in roadkills.

However, I remain encouraged by those funders who are willing to redirect funds to
mitigate the shift in our financial needs.
Despite all this, the LWS has remained true to its mission. In this respect, we have
fully embraced the sustainable development goals (SDGs) and are attempting to
build a sustainable society and improve the quality of human lives. The LWS has
continued to encourage and nurture Africa’s conservation champions, by means of

• A major reduction in marine traffic (oil tankers, cargo,
and cruise ships) has reduced underwater noise
pollution, providing a much-improved environment
in which whales and other marine species can
communicate with one another.
• Rivers, streams and estuaries have become far less

radio shows that advocate for biodiversity conservation to be awarded its rightful

polluted – to the great benefit of the many species

place, and priority status, on our national agenda. This was clearly demonstrated

that live in such waterways.

by learners who participated in our annual public speaking competition, many of
whom called on government and leaders in South African society, to support calls for
biodiversity conservation to dominate the government’s agenda.

• The breeding sites on sandy beaches, used by sea
turtles, have been emptied of people. This gives the
turtles much better opportunities for laying their

The LWS and other environmentalists are looking critically at the positive and

eggs and for the hatchlings to reach the sea.

negative impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, as regards the conservation of global
biodiversity. More importantly, we are asking if returning to the old normal, or
returning to our way of life at the end of 2019, and the speed at which this can be
achieved, is the only thing that matters?
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In this reporting period many of our activities were stopped, due to the pandemic.

ACTIVITIES
A

Activities to be conducted by the LWS in 2019–2020 were curtailed by the pandemic,

This has given us opportunities to engage with our strategic partners, many of whom are

but this did not deter us from our commitment to the agenda of sustainable development.

members of the International Union for Conservation for Nature (IUCN). Virtual meetings

Our staff took the Wilderness School experience to nine community radio stations, and

have been conducted and robust discussions have been held, all of which provided many

to schools in the surrounding areas, which we supported during the lockdown. Seventy

new insights for the LWS. The critical outcomes of these marathon meetings gave us an

thousand young and old persons participated in our regular broadcasts on environmental

opportunity to engage with our own Minister of the Environment, Forestry and Fisheries,

education (up to 10 hours per week in one case), mostly in the vernacular but also using

to explore various options for our post-pandemic economic recovery. This was followed

a little bit of English. This programme was an historical achievement for the LWS, and we

by a symposium at which philanthropists, funders, policy makers, and conservation

hope to continue our radio broadcasts in the new year.

implementers (like the LWS) discussed the central role of our environment in the re-building
of a better South African economy, in a just, resilient and nature friendly way. A detailed
report about this is stored in our library, for anyone who might like to read further.

FEE-PAYING SCHOOLS
Our relationships with private (independent) schools continue to grow. In the year
under review, most private schools were unable to visit the LWS because of the lockdown,

The LWS and the Southern African Wildlife College (SAWC) are exploring options for

but we are delighted to report that they have already made provisional bookings for

growing the scope of our work, by means of a partnership between the two organisations.

the 2021 calendar year.

This will include staff exchanges that enable both organisations to learn from each
other, and to acquire skills that may be needed but which are lacking, while also ensuring

Many of our fee-paying students have kept in contact with us, through Facebook and

that quality management and the branding of different programmes remain within the

by sharing some of the memorable pictures they took during their stay with us. Almost all

ownership and the responsibility of the primary organisation.

of them comment on the scenery and tranquillity of the Lapalala Wilderness Reserve, and
also the hospitality and enthusiasm of the LWS staff.

Lastly, the newly established Sustainable Schools Programme will strengthen the
partnership between the LWS and Cape Town Environmental Education Trust (CTEET),
with the LWS becoming the first implementing partner of this new initiative.

LOCAL COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
We have seen many reports in the media about the lack of teaching and learning time
in 2020, including the challenges of E-learning in rural areas, particularly for students
in farming areas. This year we supported some of the schools in local communities that
had been classified as ‘schools at risk’, mostly high schools, due to poor performance.
Our objective was to improve learning and improve results, both of which serve to achieve
the goal of quality education in our local area – this is one of the SDG goals set by the
United Nations. We organised a camp with the Moepel Secondary School, one of the
under-performing schools which showed a 72,2 % failure rate during the exam trials
in 2020. Discussion with officials from the Department of Education led to this school,
together with another four schools in the area, being identified as ‘high-risk schools’,
due to their unacceptably high failure rate.
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT
THE ECO-SCHOOLS PROGRAMME

particularly to the poor. It is through this competition that communities see social

The year under review has seen continuous engagement by the LWS with the Wildlife and

upliftment and empowerment of the younger generation, who attain critical thinking

Environment Society of South Africa (WESSA), to seek a solution to the growing financial

skills and become involved in solving real issues – like rhino poaching. The incentives are

and management challenges faced by the Eco-Schools programme. Unfortunately, all our

greatly appreciated by all participants since the Limpopo province is one of the poorest

efforts were unable to resolve the problem. Consequently, the LWS is now involved in a new

in the country and has limited resources for teaching and learning. These opportunities

programme, called the Sustainable Schools Programme, in partnership with CTEET. We are

help to address the lack of proper uniforms and study aids, and the lack of access to

looking forward to implementing this new initiative with all the schools we have supported

technological equipment. While the contest offers valuable prizes in the form of laptops

for the past 35 years.

for the winning speakers, which serves to enhance their educational opportunities, the
real prize is the engagement around these critical conservation topics. The participants

TERTIARY EDUCATION PROGRAMME
In the year under review, we have continued to impart knowledge to tertiary students,
and to provoke insightful discussions around the fire, the most topical issues being climate

go on to become ambassadors for rhinos within their local communities; they speak out
against poaching and act as eyes and ears on the ground, alerting poaching authorities
to possible poaching events, before they occur.

change, COVID-19, conservation, and the environment. This enhances the endeavours of
older students, first, to secure work placements, and, secondly, to function competently
in the workplace. This is part of our national advocacy and aims to strengthen human
capital development within the conservation sector and the biodiversity/environmental
sector, within government, NGOs, and private sector organisations.

WORLD RH IN O DAY
The LWS continues to recognise the critical role in conservation which young people must
play, as the guardians of our future. The LWS held its annual speech contest for schools on
World Rhino Day, under strict COVID-19 protocols. In the past year, the poaching of rhino,
elephant and pangolin has continued unabated throughout Africa. The LWS believes that
the youth can play a key role in helping to save them. This annual event is made possible
with the support of the My-Planet Rhino Fund, Lapalala Tintswalo, the Waterberg Biosphere
Reserve, Save the Rhino UK, and the Waterberg Nature Conservancy. We invited Grade 10
learners from schools in areas that are considered at high risk for poaching activities to
prepare speeches and posters on a topic relevant to the rhino crisis. Now in its fifth year, the
contest has taken place in the Waterberg region in Limpopo on World Rhino Day, each year.
The contest has a huge impact on the participants. It deals with the perception amongst
local communities that biodiversity does not deliver tangible socio-economic benefits,
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CONFERENCES
The LWS participated in the 38th Annual Conference of the Environmental Education
Association of Southern Africa, from 6-7 October 2020. This was our first ever online

SS I N C E R E T H A N K S
Lapalala Wilderness School is very grateful to the many people, organisations and

conference. Our contributions and participation throughout the conference were

companies who have supported its work in this difficult year. These include participating

highly appreciated; in turn, we benefitted from the experience, both personally and as

schools and local communities within the Waterberg district, the Department of Education,

an organisation.

the Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries, the Lapalala Foundation,
the Waterberg Nature Conservancy, the Waterberg Biosphere, and community radio

YOUTH D EVELO PMENT
The youth development programme at the LWS aims to ensure environmental
sustainability for all South Africans, today and in the future. In 2020 we explored four
thematic areas of focus: biodiversity, energy, waste, and water. Each of these represents
a critical yet interdependent aspect of our environment. Our programme responds to
these issues by applying various tools for change that we have at our disposal. These tools
include environmental legislation (and compliance with that legislation) and social change.

stations in the Limpopo province.
I would like to thank all our donors for their support during the past year, without which
the LWS would not be where it is today. A special thank you to the Mapula Trust for its
unwavering support. A big vote of thanks also to all the staff at the school, who have
adapted with flying colours to the new normal way of work, and to all our board members
for their governance and encouragement.

Despite COVID-19, our reading clubs and birding clubs continue to grow in numbers and

O PPORT UNITIES FOR THE LWS

the quality of engagement. We are always grateful to those who continue to donate

• The LWS will continue to work with Fundisa For Change (FFC) training programmes.

binoculars, bird books and any book that will help children to improve their reading skills.

• The LWS will continue with radio broadcasts and support to schools, in the new year.

We have also taken time to reflect on some of the achievements of past participants,

• The LWS will explore the tutoring programme for schools in the Waterberg, in

to see what they have managed to do, with assistance from the programme. We would like

collaboration with Northwest University, to improve the overall examination results

to mention one of the young women who first came to the LWS in 2009, as a learner from

of learners, to meet the admission requirements for enrolling at tertiary institutions

one of the secondary schools in Liden Village. In this reporting year she has graduated with

– with an emphasis on Maths, Physical Sciences and English.

a Master’s degree in Environmental Science – an impressive achievement.

• Phase B accreditation is still in progress in the new year.

Mashudu Makhokha
Director: Lapalala Wilderness School
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NURTURING Conservation
CHAMPIONS: JOHANNES MONYEKI

In 2006, Johannes Monyeki matriculated from Meetsetshehla Secondary School in
his hometown of Vaalwater. Despite not knowing much about nature conservation or
environmental education, he signed up for a 12-month learnership programme run by the
Lapalala Wilderness School. The programme invited youths with a passion for nature and
the natural environment to a life-changing training and learning experience. This was the
first step on a journey that would see Johannes join the full time staff of the school, and
graduate with a Diploma in Nature Conservation in 2018.

When I first enrolled in the learnership programme, I had fun and learned a great deal
but I was intimidated by the savvy environmental educators who seemed to know everything.
They could name birds by their calls, feathers and habitat preferences, and identify different
trees and grasses. They all looked the same to me! As time went on, I began to really enjoy
the programme and took pride in my newly established career.
My friends shook their heads at some of the ‘crazy things’ I did – snake handling tops that
list! I participated in clean-up campaigns, water quality testing, vegetation surveys, plant
identification, soil erosion control, alien plant control and many more activities. I developed
a real passion for nature conservation.
The programme provided me with knowledge, skills and confidence to enrol in part time
studies towards a Diploma in Nature Conservation. I would like to thank everyone who helped
to create such a wonderful experience for all the students on the learnership programme.
It was an empowering and enriching experience; one that will last a lifetime. A quote
by Jennifer Nini resonates with me: “You can’t force people to care about the natural
environment, but if you encourage them to connect with it, they just might.

Mmaremane Johannes Monyeki
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AUDITOR’S

Report

The summarised financial statements, which comprise the summarised statement of

DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SUMMARISED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

financial position as at 30 June 2020, the summarised statements of comprehensive

The directors are responsible for the preparation of the summarised financial statements in

income, changes in equity and cash flows for the year then ended, and related notes,

accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards for Small and Medium-sized

are derived from the audited financial statements of Lapalala Wilderness School (NPC)

Entities (IFRS for SME’s) of the Companies Act of South Africa as applicable to summarised

for the year ended 30 June 2020.

financial statements and for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to

OPINION

enable the preparation of the summarised financial statements that are free from material
In our opinion, the accompanying summarised financial statements are consistent,

misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

in all material respects, with the audited financial statements, in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards for Small and Medium-sized Entities

AUDITOR’S RESPONSIBILITY

(IFRS for SME’s), and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa as applicable

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the summarised financial statements

to summarised financial statements.

are consistent, in all material respects, with the financial statements based on our
procedures, which were conducted in accordance with International Standard on Auditing

SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(ISA) 810 (Revised), Engagements to Report on Summarised Financial Statements.

The summarised financial statements do not contain all the disclosures required by the
International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act
of South Africa as applicable to financial statements. Reading the summarised financial
statements and the auditor’s report thereon, therefore, is not a substitute for reading
the audited financial statements and the auditor’s report thereon. The complete annual

L. MARSH

financial statements and the audit report thereon will be available at the offices and

VENTER AND CO

website of Lapalala Wilderness School (NPC).

REGISTERED AUDITORS

THE AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND OUR REPORT THEREON

IRBA Reg. No. 930512

We expressed the following qualified audit opinion on the audited financial statement:

SAICA PR. No. 23241

The basis for our qualified audit opinion was that as it is common with similar organisations,

Registered Auditor

it is not feasible for the organisation to institute accounting controls over income received
from donations prior to their initial entry in the accounting records. Accordingly, it was
impractical for us to extend our examination beyond the amounts actually recorded.
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AT 30 JUNE 2020
ASSETS

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Sustainability fund
Current assets
Inventories
Cash and cash equivalents
TOTAL ASSETS

EQUITY AND LIA BILITIES

Equity
Retained income

Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Funds
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Provisions
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020

2020
R

2019
R

2,311,536
1,927,464
384,071

2,799,597
2,309,969
489,627

542,906
1,495
541,411

393,482
–
393,482

2,854,443

3,193,079

2,692,504
2,692,504

3,009,550
3,009,550

27,055
27,055

–
–

183,528
75,289
59,593

183,528
64,061
119,467

2,854,443

3,193,079

2020
R
4,495,127
1,093,940
3,401,187

2019
R
5,662,315
1,434,787
4,227,528

88,801
44,675
–

112,410
63,520
–

8,999
35,127
4,583,929

1,850
47,039
5,774,725

Accounting fees and audit fees
Advertising
Bank charges
Bedding and linen
Board of Directors’ expenses
Catering supplies
Cleaning
Computer expenses
Depreciation
Eco-School expenses (WESSA)
Educational resources
Electricity and water
Fuel and oil
Impairment losses: Assets written off
Insurance
Interest paid
Licences and permits
LWS use of Kolobe
LWS shop expense
Memberships
Printing and stationery
Repairs and maintenance
Safety and medical expenses
SARS fines and penalties
Soccer tournament
Staff expenses
Staff training
Telephone and communication
Transport: Community schools
Travelling
Youth development programme

4,900,975
44,638
53,952
12,683
–
16,744
386,521
38,616
16,640
409,482
42,526
1,455
–
195,695
7,802
208,107
–
7,810
310
87
–
59,047
103,031
9,695
–
–
2,983,427
14,326
49,923
200,874
28,573
9,000

5,596,054
39,015
63,152
12,629
25,279
20,275
616,502
48,062
14,307
329,881
77,480
3,857
19,829
254,671
2,446
191,935
49
6,207
1,707
–
14,597
64,700
264,156
19,880
2,744
178,066
2,903,492
19,516
75,011
238,900
9,009
78,688

SURPLUS / (DEFICIT) FOR THE YEAR

(317,046)

178,670

REVENUE
Fee-paying schools
Donation income

OTHER INCOME
Costs recovered
Donated assets
Gain on disposal of property,
plant and equipment
Interest received
Gross income before expenses

O PERATING EXPENSES

NURTURING Conservation
CHAMPIONS: CHANTELLE WRIGHT
(VAN HEERDEN)

In 2010, Chantelle Wright (nee van Heerden) took up
an internship at the Lapalala Wilderness School to
gain practical experience required by her Diploma in
Conservation from the Tshwane University of Technology.
She joined the team as an environmental education
officer. Chantelle went on to become a lecturer in nature
management, and continued in this career until she
emigrated to New Zealand in 2018.

The Lapalala Wilderness School played
a massive role in my conservation
journey and teaching. My knowledge
of the Waterberg was extremely
limited at first, but I quickly gained
insight from my colleagues and the
local communities. I developed a deep
respect for our natural resources, and the
need to use them sustainably. We had the opportunity to
teach children from various cultural backgrounds and ages
about the importance of conservation and the difference
they can make for present and future generations. The
Lapalala Wilderness School opened my eyes, not only to
the importance of environmental education but also to the
realities of life. I learned about teamwork and compassion,
and was humbled by the everyday challenges that people
face when they lack access to basic resources and security.

Chantelle Wright
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S TAFF OF THE

Lapalala Wilderness School

S TAFF D EVELO PMENT
The Lapalala Wilderness School ensures that staff development, which aims to sharpen the
skills and expand the knowledge of all staff members, is seen as a priority on each annual
agenda. In the period under review, most of the LWS staff participated in the Old Mutual

Mashudu Makhokha:
Director

Merriam Mabilu:
Admin/Finance Manager

Tsumbedzo Munarini:
Environmental Education
Manager

Lucas Ngobeni:
Eco-Schools
Co-ordinator

Ntsako Maluleke:
Hospitality Manager

Lizzy Litshani:
Outreach Co-ordinator

Brenda Thoka:
Environmental Educator

Johannes Monyeki:
Environmental Educator

Stanley Mello:
Maintenance Supervisor

Frans Phago:
Maintenance

Paulinah Chauke:
Hospitality Supervisor

Lizzy Phago:
Housekeeper

Elizabeth Moatshi:
Housekeeper

Lettie Maluleke:
Hospitality

financial education and financial relief virtual workshop.
• Lucas Ngobeni and Lizzy Litshani are progressing with their diplomas in
Early Childhood Development.
• Most of the LWS staff participated in the COVID-19 compliance course in this
reporting year. We hope to put other staff through this course during 2021.
• During the lockdown, Johannes Monyeki has been sharpening his video-making skills,
which has contributed enormously to the LWS fundraising effort. Video is a better
way to tell the story of the great work LWS is doing, and these productions have been
most useful in connecting with the schools that could not visit us. The time and effort
given by two of our board members, namely Phoebe Anderson and Ntokozo Mbuli, in
developing these skills is much appreciated.

S TAFF CELEBRATION

Takalani Ndonyane:
Environmental Educator

Congratulations to Merriam Mabilu for having attained her Bachelor of Commerce
(Honours) in Business Management, and to Takalani Ndonyane for having attained her
Bachelor of Technology in Nature Conservation. Sadly, due to COVID-19, both our
graduates have had to celebrate their achievements by means of virtual graduations.

Anna Tshelane:
Housekeeper
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Donors

SINCERE THANKS
TO OUR

Support

SHOW YOUR

TSHUKUDU (RH IN O)
R100,000 AND A BOVE

PHALA (IMPALA)
R1,000 – R9,999

Chamberlain Foundation

Bean There Coffee

G Ravazzotti

Bugs Family Trust

Hans Hoheisen Charitable Trust

Charl Keyter

online donation or download

Italtile & Ceramic Foundation

Doris Witter

our banking details.

Mapula Trust

Jazz Mace

Tshikululu Social Investments (RMB)

MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet

Wilderness School, your legacy will help

Richard Wadley

us to raise a generation of conservation

THUTLWA (GIRAFFE)
R50,000 – R99,999

Waterberg Nature Conservancy

champions. Please contact us if you are

Anderson Game &
Lodge Brokers (Pty) Ltd

DONATIONS-IN-KIND
Italtile & Ceramics Foundation

Cathsseta

Janet Jorgesen (bed linen and towels)

Endangered Wildlife Trust &
My Planet Rhino Fund

Kruger Magazine courtesy MLP Media (Pty) Ltd

Redrhino Design Europe Ltd

THOLO (KUDU)
R20,000 – R49,999
Tintswalo Lapalala

PITSI (ZEBRA)
R10,000 – R19,000
Alan Ramsay Family
Lepogo Lodges

01 M A K E A D O N A T I O N
Donors enable the work of

the Lapalala Wilderness School.
Visit our website to make a secure

02 L E A V E A B E Q U E S T

By leaving a bequest to the Lapalala

considering a bequest in your will.

Marilyn Thomas (books and magazines)
Norma McGregor (books and magazine)

03 CA ON DN SCEORFVFAETEI O N

Pan African Conservation Education
(PACE TUSK material)

Your next cup of coffee could help

Peter and Erika Kuhnert (books)

The Bean There Coffee Company

Ria Gibb (Roberts bird books and binoculars)

will donate a percentage of the

us nurture a conservation champion.

04 R E D R H I N O S C A R V E S

Redrhino works with talented artists

value of your order to the school.

and photographers to create unique,

Visit www.beanthere.co.za, place

printed scarves. The profits generated

your order and insert the code

from the sale of Redrhino scarves

LAPA before making payment.

contribute to the running of the Lapalala
Wilderness School. Visit the online shop at
www.redrhinoembracewilderness.org
for more information.
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BOARD OF DIRECTOR S
Dr John Hanks (Chairman), Mr Graeme Wilson (Vice Chairman), Mr Duncan Parker, Mr Mike Gregor,
Ms Phoebe Anderson, Ms Rose Mosiane, Mr Peter Tsheola, Mr Anton Walker, Mr Richard Wadley, Ms Ntokozo Mbuli

COMPANY SECRETARY

PATRON

Joan Cameron

Clive Walker

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT LAPALALA WILDERNESS SCHOOL
P.O. Box 348 • Vaalwater • 0530 • South Africa | Tel: +27 82 887 3912 • Fax: + 27 86 463 9767
Email: lws@lwschool.org | Website: www.lwschool.org
Cover photograph by Dana Allen. All other photographs supplied by the staff of the Lapalala Wilderness School.
Designed and produced by Vanessa Marinos and Deanne Longmore. Printed by Tandym Print.
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Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa under Section 21 of the Companies Act, 1973 (Act 61 of 1973), the Wilderness School is a legal association with the registered name of the Lapalala Wilderness School: Registration Number
2005/022175/08. Registered as a non-profit Public Benefit Company, Lapalala Wilderness School PBO Registration Number PBO 930024138. The Lapalala Wilderness School (LWS) is in the process of registering with the Department of
Higher Education and Training as a training centre with a registered practical programme, and LWS will offer practical qualifications registered on the National Qualifications Framework (NQF) falling under Qualification Outcome Framework
(QOF). Phase B accreditation process with CATHSSETA (the Culture, Art, Tourism, Hospitality and Sport Sector Education and Training Authority). Recognised by the Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA), Waterberg Biosphere Reserve,
Waterberg Nature Conservancy, Limpopo Economic Development, Environment and Tourism (LEDET), and Department of Education (DOE), as a credible and longstanding NPO. Section 18A receipt available for donations.

